
GUILLERME ET CHAMBRON NEST OF TABLES OAK WOOD WITH TILES, CIRCA 1960

$3,800

SKU: N/A | Categories: Coffee Tables, New, Side Tables / End Tables, Tables | Tags: coffee tables, Guillerme
et Chambron, nesting tables, side tables
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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Guillerme et Chambron. French side tables or nesting tables by Guillerme et Chambron, circa 1960.

Dimensions are: 13" x 23.6" x 20"/ 13" x 18.9" x 18.1"/ 13" x 15.7" x 17.32"/

Beautiful pair of side or bed tables by Guillerme et Chambron. Will sell as set only.

Introducing the stunning and versatile Nest of Tables by Guillerme et Chambron, crafted from high-
quality oak wood and adorned with beautiful floral motif tiles.

This stunning set is a true masterpiece of design and craftsmanship, perfect for any modern or
classic interior.

The unique combination of the warm, natural oak and the vibrant, intricate floral motifs creates a
beautiful contrast that is sure to catch the eye of any guest.

Not only are these tables beautiful, but they are also highly practical. The set of three tables can be
arranged in a variety of ways, making them perfect for hosting guests or displaying decor.



The tables are also sturdy and durable, ensuring that they will last for many years to come. Rare
handcrafted small tables made from oak and glazed tiles in good condition with no major

blemishes.

Guillerme et Chambron is known for their commitment to quality and attention to detail, and these
Nest of Tables are no exception.

Each table is carefully crafted to the highest standards, ensuring that every detail is perfect. The
result is a set of tables that is both beautiful and functional, perfect for any home.



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Dimensions 60 × 33 × 51 cm

material oak, Glazed Ceramic

period 1960 – 1970

creator Guillerme et Chambron





YOU MAY ALSO LIKE…

Nesting Tables
Walnut Wood, Mid

Century France
circa 1955

Maison Bagues Faux
Bamboo Brass

Metallic Glass Nest
Tables, circa 1960

Side Tables Pair of
Glass Wood Iron

Tables, Italy, 1960

Austrian Walnut
Side Tables, circa

1955
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